GLADSTONE
and as unlike as possible to a marooned crew. Towards
the end of the feast Mr. G. handed to me at the back of
Granville's chair the draft of the famous letter in an un-
sealed envelope. While he read the Queen's speech to the
rest, I perused and reperused the letter; Granville also
read it: I said to Mr. G. across Granville ' But you have
not put in the very thing that would be most likely of all
things to move him.' Harcourt again regretted that it was
addressed to me and not to P. and agreed with me that it
ought to be strengthened as I had indicated, if it was really
meant to effect P/s mind. Mr. G. rose, went to the writing-
table and with me standing by wrote on a sheet of Arnold M.*s
grey paper the important insertion. I marked then and
there under his eyes the point at which the insertion was
to be made and put the whole into my pocket. Nobody
else besides H. was consulted about it or saw it. After the
letter came to be printed, Mr. G. remarked to me that he
thought the insertion was to be a postscript. He did not
complain or care, but was it not so ? * No,* I said, * It
really was not: I marked the place in pencil at the mo-
ment.* Just imagine t P.S. By the way I forgot to men-
tion that if he does not go, my leadership of the Liberal Party
is reduced to a nullity* What a postscript to be sure !
" Walked home by midnight, with pretty serious thoughts
for the morrow. Glad to find my head cooler than most.**
A strong impression remains : (i) That Mr. G.
tried to wriggle out of the thing till the last
minute ; (2) That at the end of a very long and
trying day, at eighty-one he was hardly clear as
to what he was doipg ; (3) That Harcourt and
Morley wrote most of the letter,
Next day, when the Irish Party re-met to elect
their leader, Parnell elaborately kept out of the
way, well knqjving that mischief was afoot, and
McCarthy failed to communicate Gladstone's
letter to the meeting, without or with Pamell*s
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